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Baryonic Acoustic Oscillations

• Improve signal confidence by 
measuring wiggles in separate 
redshift bins

• A catalog of a billion galaxies
• Position and redshift measured 

simultaneously

• There are fluctuations at all scales but there is a 
preferred scale of around 1 deg.



Large Scale Structure

Billions of galaxies!

survey



Cosmic Shear
• Integrated gravitational lensing along line-of-

sight
– “weak lensing”

• Requires large statistics
– SKA continuum survey of 10 Billion galaxies
– Clean sample

• Reject star burst galaxies which may be the result of 
mergers
(morphological alignment not the result of cosmic shear)

• Still have a large sample with SKA

– Improve result with analysis in redshift bins
• Redshifts from SKA HI survey

survey



Transients

• Pulsar is a special 
case of transient 
phenomena 
(periodic)

• Giant pulses
• Supernova
• Bursters
• ETI

requires:
• fast time constant
• memory buffer for post analysis
• wide instantaneous, fully-sampled FoV
• continuous sky watching for new events

survey



Fundamental Questions
Are we asking the right questions?



This instrument was built to…

Measure interstellar scintillation



It discovered…
Pulsars



This instrument was built to…

Satellite communications...
and refurbished to
Measure galactic radio emission



It discovered …

The Cosmic Microwave Background



This instrument was built to…

Measure plasma in the ionosphere



It discovered …

• 59 day rotation of Mercury
• first extra solar planet
• evidence of gravitational wave radiation



The Unknown
• New discoveries always result from 

observations in new parameter space
– sensitivity
– spatial resolution
– spectral resolution
– polarisation
– time domain
– observing speed (multibeaming)

• eg. CMB, pulsars, extra solar planets,…

SKA 
improves 
all of 
these

SKA is designed for the Key Projects but with an overriding 
design philosophy of flexibility to maximise the likelihood of 

new discoveries



Discoveries are made…

• Serendipitously in the course of planned 
surveys
– New class of transients
– New population of faint objects (galaxies, etc)
– Discovery of a global property (e.g. CMB)



And discoveries are made…

• By using an instrument in a new way
– Proposals inspired by new questions


